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Abstract: NOVELTY - The apparatus has a first housing (100) bonded with two pigtail optical 
fibers to adjust frequency  two lasers. A photoconductive switch (204) is operated by a light 
beam from one  the optical fibers for generating larger frequency range electromagnetic radiation. 
A second housing (201) contains a radiator (205). A receiver (208) acquires the electromagnetic 
radiation from the photoconductive switch, and is operated by the light beam from the other 
optical fiber. A third housing (202) contains a photoconductive switch (207) to produce electric 
signal to be analyzed by the first housing. 
USE - Apparatus for adjusting frequency  a light beam  a light source that is utilized for a 
transmitter/receiver  a terahertz spectroscopy system. 
ADVANTAGE - The apparatus accurately adjusts the frequency  the laser beam and facilitates 
detection and removal  noise. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION - An INDEPENDENT CLAIM is also included for a method for 
adjusting frequency  a light beam  a light source that is utilized for a transmitter/receiver  a 
terahertz spectroscopy system. 
DESCRIPTION  DRAWING(S) - The drawing shows a block diagram  a frequency domain 
terahertz spectrometer.'(Drawing includes non-English language text)' 
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